[1] The characteristics of winter precipitation systems over the northwestern Pacific are analyzed using data from multiple sensors on board the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite. Using the Precipitation Radar (PR) and the Visible Infrared Scanner (VIRS), vertical and horizontal distribution of precipitation is investigated and compared with microwave signatures measured by the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI). Winter precipitation patterns are classified into four types by the cloud and pressure pattern and the region: the extratropical cyclone and front pattern (CF) and the cold outbreak pattern (CO) over the Sea of Japan (CO-J), over the Yellow Sea (CO-Y), and over the Pacific Ocean (CO-P). For CO the height of precipitation is centered around 2 km and shallow, isolated, and weak ($20 dBZ) precipitation dominates. Cloud top height reaches about 4 km. Compared with CO-Y and CO-J, CO-P tends to develop larger systems and to have melting layers near the surface. For CF the height of precipitation is concentrated around 3 km and precipitation is relatively broad with a large variation of intensity. These characteristics explain the differences between the retrieved rain rate by PR and TMI. TMI frequently misses precipitation for CO because the systems are usually shallow but less frequently misses weak precipitation than PR for CF because of emission from 85 GHz channel. When both PR and TMI detect rain, the PR rain rate is larger than TMI for CO and smaller than TMI for weak precipitation for CF. From the microwave signature for each pattern it was suggested that the size of precipitation system is one of the possible cause of the differences of rain estimation and detection.
Introduction
[2] Precipitation is distributed with significant fluctuations around the globe and consists of various systems depending on the surrounding fields. Latent heat is one of the driving forces for atmospheric circulations and differences in vertical rain structures cause the differences in latent heating profiles. Not only the horizontal distribution and the amount of precipitation but also the vertical structure of the precipitation system affects the latent heating. Many studies on the three-dimensional structure of precipitation systems have been performed in tropical regions, where the largest amount of rainfall occurs and appears as the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Midlatitude precipitation, which has the second largest amount of precipitation, is also important and worthy of investigation.
[3] Over the midlatitudes, one of the dominant precipitation systems is an extratropical cyclone. Storm tracks where strong cyclones often pass exist in the northwestern Pacific and Atlantic. Many theoretical and observational studies on the precipitation system over the Atlantic region have been reported, such as the Experiment on Rapidly Intensifying Cyclones over the Atlantic (ERICA) [Hadlock and Kreizberg, 1988] , the Fronts and Atlantic Storm Track Experiment (FASTEX) [Joly et al., 1997] , and so on. For example, Neiman et al. [1993] presented frontal-scale precipitation structures and physical processes from analyses and observational data. In the vicinity of the fronts, the precipitation elements and associated wind flow pattern changes were studied using airborne radar reflectivity and Doppler velocities. Over the Pacific region, Yoshida and Asuma [2004] illustrated mesoscale structures of cyclones using cyclonerelative coordinates at the maximum deepening rate. Atmospheric conditions such as vorticity, temperature, and moisture advection are quite different between the front side and the rear side of the cyclone. The different structure of the cyclones may cause difference of cyclone development. However, observational studies particularly on vertical and horizontal precipitation structure are relatively sparse especially for the Pacific region.
[4] Recently, development of satellite remote sensing technology gives us opportunities to observe large-scale features over both vast land areas and oceans. As a unique observation tool, the Precipitation Radar (PR) onboard the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite has provided three-dimensional data sets of rainfall rate [Kummerow et al., 2000] . There are some studies on the climatology of horizontal and vertical distributions of precipitation using PR [e.g., Liu and Fu, 2001; Liu, 2001, 2003] . They classified the vertical profiles of precipitation according to the surface rain rate, rain types (convective or stratiform), and surface (land or ocean) over tropical and midlatitude Asian regions. Kodama and Tamaoki [2002] investigated the relationship between the storm track and precipitation activity from a combination of the reanalysis data and the TRMM PR data. They demonstrated that the subtropical midlatitude precipitation zones are located in the south of the storm tracks. They also showed that vertical structures of precipitation in the winter midlatitude mostly represent shallow precipitation systems.
[5] Paying attention to precipitation in winter around the Japan Islands, precipitation is associated with two phenomena: extratropical disturbances and cold outbreaks from Siberian Highs. While the former are the primary cause for strong precipitation, the latter may also generate significant amounts of precipitation. For example, when the cold outbreak occurs, over the Sea of Japan, near the Sea of Japan coast and over the land facing to the Sea of Japan, a large amount of snowfall occurs. The difference of the cloud systems is apparent in the visible/infrared cloud images from the geostationary satellite. The cloud systems associated with the cold outbreak consist of many clear streaks, while the systems associated with extratropical disturbances are much wider and higher.
[6] The differences in precipitation systems also affect the rain retrievals from space. Precipitation mapping over the globe is essential for understanding the global water cycle, and many projects for global rain mapping are undergoing, such as the Global Precipitation Climatology Project ( infrared and microwave radiometer measurements are generally used to produce the global map of precipitation. In the future, the Earth-observing satellites in the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission will provide more frequent microwave observation globally. Microwave radiometers detect the brightness temperature of microwaves which is related to the vertically integrated hydrometers, and the microwave radiometer produces reasonable precipitation rates at the surface over oceans. However, the current precipitation products retrieved by microwave radiometers data sets appear systematically larger than those derived from TRMM PR at the midlatitudes in winter [Masunaga et al., 2002; Ikai and Nakamura, 2003] . In order to identify the possible causes, understanding of the three-dimensional structure of precipitation systems is required. It should be noted that those analyses including this article are based on previous TRMM products (version 5) so that the current products (version 6) may differ slightly from those analysis. The purpose of this article is to identify the regional characteristics of winter precipitation systems over the northwestern Pacific. First, we will present the vertical and horizontal distributions of precipitation from the PR. We will compare the characteristics of the precipitation systems over the Pacific region with the Sea of Japan and the Yellow Sea. Over the Sea of Japan, mesoscale precipitation systems have been well investigated by many observational and theoretical studies. Second, the relationship between characteristics of the systems observed by PR and the microwave signatures will be described. Finally, we will suggest that the differences of precipitation estimation between the sensors are related to differences in the structures of the precipitation systems.
Data
[7] The analysis period is during 5 winter seasons (1999/ 2000 -2003/2004 December-January-February). The area analyzed is over 25°N -40°N and 115°E -180°which covers the area of Japan, the Sea of Japan, the Yellow Sea, and the northwestern Pacific Ocean (Figures 1b and 1c) . It should be noted that a field campaign was carried out over the Sea of Japan called ''Winter MCSs Observations over the Japan Sea in 2001 (WMO-01)'' in winter of 2000/2001 [Yoshizaki et al., 2001 [Yoshizaki et al., , 2004 . During the intensive observation periods, some typical precipitation systems by cold outbreaks and extratropical cyclones were observed using various instruments such as Doppler radars, upper-air soundings, and airborne radars. We utilized those data sets to investigate the mesoscale features.
TRMM
[8] The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) provide TRMM data products. We used version 5 data sets of sensor-dependent physical units (Level 1, e.g., radar reflectivity factor (Z) and brightness temperature) and of meteorological parameters using various algorithms (Level 2, e.g., rainfall rate). The outline of the TRMM products are written in the work of Earth Observation Center [2001] .
[9] In order to identify the spacial distributions of prevailing cloud and precipitation systems in the analyzing region, we utilized three TRMM sensors, that is PR, TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI), and Visible and Infrared Scanner (VIRS). The variables from PR are the rain type (stratiform or convective), bright band height (hereafter ''BBH,'' the height at maximum Z from melting precipitation), the height of freezing level (hereafter ''FreezH,'' the height at 0°C derived from the climatological SST and the constant lapse rate), the height of the storm echo top (hereafter ''StormH'') in PR2A23 (details are given by Awaka [1998] ), and the rain certain flag (whether a echo is more than noise level), vertical profile of Z correcting rain attenuation and near surface rain rate (the rain rate at the lowest bin on the nonclutter level) in PR2A25 (the algorithm is written in the work of Iguchi et al. [2000a Iguchi et al. [ , 2000b ). The vertical profiles are given for 20 km from the geoid with a resolution of 250 m and the horizontal resolution is 4.3 km (5 km after August 2001 because of the increase in operating altitude by reboost). From TMI, the calibrated brightness temperature (T b ) at 10.7, 19.4, 21.3, 37.0, and 85.5 GHz with vertical/horizontal polarizations except for the 21 GHz channel in TMI1B11 and surface rain rate in TMI2A12 (algorithm is described by Kummerow et al. [1996] ) are used. Horizontal resolution is from 38.3 km (10.7 GHz) to 4.4 km (85.5 GHz). From VIRS, we used the data set of channel 4 (10.8 mm) brightness temperature with a 2 km horizontal resolution.
Airborne Radars
[10] As part of WMO-01, airborne radar observations were performed. The outlines of the airborne radars are as follows.
[11] The Communications Research Laboratory (CRL) (now the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NiCT)) Airborne Multiparameter Precipitation Radar (CAMPR) has been developed for the calibration of TRMM PR [Kumagai et al., 1996] . CAMPR operates as a coherent radar at 13.8 GHz the same as TRMM PR, and has polarimetric and Doppler capabilities. The antennas are housed in a radome attached below the fuselage of an aircraft. The antenna beam is 4°fore and 31°a ft related to the nadir direction. Both antennas scan 85°on the left side and 60°on the right side related to the nose direction.
[12] The Special Polarimetric Ice Detection and Explication Radar (SPIDER) has been developed for observing three-dimensional cloud structures at a frequency of 95 GHz [Horie et al., 2000] . SPIDER has polarimetric and Doppler functions and also the capability of profiling cloud particles in various incident angles (95°left side to 40°in plane perpendicular to the right direction).
[13] These airborne radars can observe three-dimensional distributions of Z and Doppler velocity. Satoh et al. [2002] demonstrated that updraft motions are dominant over the sea in developing convective cells, and that alternative appearance of updrafts and downdrafts seem to indicate roll convections. However, owing to an unfortunate malfunction of the Doppler function in WMO-01, we could use Z data only.
Other Data Sources
[14] Other data sources are the National Centers for Environmental Prediction-Department of Energy Atmo-spheric Model Intercomparison Project (NCEP-DOE AMIP-II) Reanalysis (hereafter ''NCEP2'') data set, which consists of meteorological variables for each 6-hour interval with 2.5°Â 2.5°grid boxes and 17 vertical layers [Kanamitsu et al., 2002] . We also used the Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) infrared channel 1 (IR1, 10.5 -11.5 mm), and sounding data set and Asia Analysis Surface (ASAS) weather charts from the Japan Meteorological Agency to check the synoptic field.
Data Processing
[15] We used only the data sets over the ocean and the nadir ±5 angle bins of the PR swath which means about 50 km swaths. The free clutter level is approximately 500 m above the sea level (ASL) and the radar sample frequency is almost homogeneous (not shown). Because the frequency of the echo top height dominates '2 km over the northwestern Pacific region in winter [Kodama and Tamaoki, 2002] , PR does not observe rain correctly on the swath edges due to surface clutter up to nearly 2 km. For the TMI and VIRS, data in the narrow swath the same as those in PR were used. We aggregated as 0.05°Â 0.05°for PR and VIRS, and 0.25°Â 0.25°for PR and TMI grid boxes data set.
[16] In the PR2A23 algorithm, the FreezH is estimated from the monthly mean sea surface temperature (SST) with a constant lapse rate (6 K km À1 ) (hereafter ''FreezH PR2A23 ''). This estimation is in good agreement over the tropic region because of small intramonth and interannual variations. However, spatiotemporal variation in the FreezH over the midlatitude region is large [Harris et al., 2000] . Thus we newly defined the FreezH derived from NCEP2 (hereafter ''FreezH NCEP2 ''). FreezH NCEP2 was calculated from the original vertical profile of temperature and geopotential height data in NCEP2 to the grid boxes of 0.05°Â 0.05°by linear-interpolation in time and space. The cloud top height (hereafter ''CloudH'') was obtained from the IR brightness temperature with the constant lapse rate used in FreezH PR2A23 estimation (hereafter ''CloudH SST '') and temporally and spatially linear-interpolated with NCEP2 data (hereafter ''CloudH NCEP2 ''). In addition, BBH was recalculated without the restriction in the 2A23 algorithm that BBH should be within ±1.5 km from FreezH PR2A23 .
[17] Airborne radar data are mapped from an aircraftrelative coordinate system to the Earth-relative coordinate system. The platform motions were removed using the aircraft navigation data by the method of Lee et al. [1994]. This study used only corrected Z at the nadir during flights on 16 and 27 January 2001.
Results

Vertical Distributions of Winter Precipitation by PR and VIRS
[18] In general, winter precipitation patterns over and around Japan were classified into those associated with extratropical cyclones or fronts and those associated with cold outbreaks behind strong extratropical cyclones [e.g., Kawamura, 1964; Yamamoto and Ueno, 2004] . In our study, winter precipitation patterns are subjectively classified by cloud and surface pressure patterns into two types: the extratropical cyclone and front pattern (CF) and the cold outbreak pattern (CO). CO is further divided into three categories by target regions, that is, over the Sea of Japan (CO-J), over the Yellow Sea (CO-Y), and over the Pacific Ocean (CO-P). Figure 1a shows an example of a GMS image of an extratropical cyclone with cold outbreak following on 14 January 2001. Figure 1b is the TRMM VIRS image of nearly the same time along with the TRMM PR near surface rain distribution and the surface pressure pattern ( Figure 1c ). According to the surface pressure pattern (Figure 1c ), an extratropical cyclone with fronts is located at about 34°N and 160°E, and clouds of the disturbance appeared over southern and western sides. Over the Sea of Japan, a convective cloud band extends in NW-SE direction. This is the so-called Japan-Sea Polar-Airmass Convergence Zone (JPCZ). Over the Pacific and the Yellow Sea, small but distinct convective clouds also appear due to the cold outbreak. First, the TRMM orbit passes for typical CO or CF cases were chosen using the surface pressure map and an index used in the work of Yamamoto and Ueno [2004] which is a combination of the first and second components of the empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) derived from daily precipitation distribution around the Wakasa Bay region. Second, we identified the region of CO or CF from the VIRS IR image as Figure 1 . Finally, the grids where the near surface rain from TRMM PR is available are sampled. For CF, we selected the systems among the Sea of Japan, over the Yellow Sea and over the Pacific Ocean because extratropical cyclones with fronts are analyzed in ASAS weather chart. However, the sample numbers over the Sea of Japan and the Yellow Sea are quite fewer than that over the Pacific Ocean. CF includes clouds associated with both cold and warm fronts because it is difficult to detect the border of fronts. We collected all orbit data in the analyzed period. Table 1 and Figure 2 show the sample numbers and their distributions for each pattern. The number of samples for CO-J and CO-Y are less than that for CO-P and CF because the sampled area is smaller. However, the samples for CO-J and CO-Y are sufficient for analysis in this study since the precipitation and cloud systems seem to have much less variation than for CO-P and CF. The sampling numbers both CO-P and CF in the northern edge are larger than those in southern part. The longitudinal variation for CF is not significant due to the migration of extratropical cyclones as far as the offing from Japan. For CO-P, on the contrary, the sampling number in the coastal region of Japan is relatively larger than that in the offing due to the limit on the fetch of cold outbreaks from the continent. Figure 3 shows the Contoured Frequency of Altitude Diagrams (CFAD) produced from PR2A25 Z and histograms for CloudH, FreezH, StormH, and BBH for each pattern. The averages and standard deviations of each variables are indicated in Table 2 . The CFADs indicate the percentages of frequency at every altitude. The jump near the surface should be neglected, since this range bin is likely contaminated by ground clutter.
[19] For CO (Figures 3a -3c ), FreezH PR2A23 is higher than FreezH NCEP2 by about 1.5 km. This is because the freezing height or the lapse rate varies significantly in the midlatitude region, and the CO cases likely occur in conditions that are colder than average. Most of the cases for CO-J and CO-Y, the temperature at the surface is below freezing, which indicates the existence of solid precipitation. FreezH NCEP2 for CO-P is about 750 m higher than that for CO-J and CO-Y because the samples for CO-P include south compared with that for CO-J and CO-Y. The mode of StormH is 1.75 km commonly for CO-Y, CO-J, and CO-P, and precipitation echoes at around this height are in 18 -22 dBZ (corresponding to 0.2-1 mm h À1 if the precipitation is liquid). Above 1.5-2 km, Z weakens with height, particularly for CO-J and CO-Y. Focusing on CO-J and CO-Y, Z fixes or weakens downward beneath the height. These downward decreasing characteristics could correspond to the convective snow bands with an anvil over the Sea of Japan and is probably due to evaporation [Sakakibara et al., 1988] , but an error in the rain attenuation correction in the PR algorithm may be another cause. Contrarily, the vertical distribution for CO-P (Figure 3c ) shows downward increase. We further divided CO-P into six categories by FreezH NCEP2 every 500 m (FreezH NCEP2 < 1 km) and 250 m (1 km < FreezH NCEP2 < 2.5 km) (Figure 4) . When FreezH NCEP2 is below 1 km, the averaged profiles near the surface show nearly vertical with a little downward decrease structure which is similar to CO-J and CO-Y. In the case of 1 km < FreezH NCEP2 < 2 km, the averaged vertical profiles are similar to CFAD for CO-P (Figure 3c ) because this class is dominant in CO-P (67%). When FreezH NCEP2 is above 2 km, the averaged vertical profiles have a peak Z height below FreezH NCEP2 by about 1 km, so that the peak Z may indicate the existence of bright band. Such features are consistent with Harris et al.
[2000] who pointed out that BBH is lower than FreezH NCEP2 by 300 -900 m. As FreezH NCEP2 becomes higher, the height of peak Z also increases. Thus the downward increasing pattern for CO-P seems due to the presence of bright band near the surface. The vertical structure for CO-P (Figure 3c) shows downward increase and is apparently different from those for CO-J and CO-Y. However, CO-P consists of several profiles as in Figure 4 depending on FreezH and including the vertical profiles for CO-J and CO-Y. Focused on CloudH distribution, CloudH SST is about 1 to 1.5 km higher than CloudH NCEP2 commonly for CO. This may suggest that the temperature fluctuation is not well expressed by the monthly mean SST data set as well as FreezH PR2A23 . It should be noted that CloudH NCEP2 is centered at 3.5 km and is about twice the height of StormH.
[20] For CF (Figure 3d ), vertical distribution of precipitation echo is downward increasing and has a variation as large as 18 to 35 dBZ (corresponding to 0.2 to 4.5 mm h À1 if the precipitation is liquid) near the surface, and the mode of StormH is 3.25 km. These indicate that relatively heavier and higher precipitation systems with strong fluctuations are dominant compared with CO. Though CFAD for CF is similar to CO-P, the vertical structure of precipitation is quite different. FreezH NCEP2 and FreezH PR2A23 distribute around 3.2 km and differences of them are small. BBH distributes a few hundred meters below FreezH. These are very understandable. Thus for CF, large Z near the surface is not due to bright band but to relatively heavy precipitation. CloudH NCEP2 is centered at 6 km though the variation is large and is about twice the height of StormH.
[21] These characteristics are also confirmed in the PR2A23 rain type classification statistics (Table 3) . Here we mention the description of rain-type flag. The rain type is determined by two methods. One is a vertical profile method (V-method), and the other is a horizontal pattern method (H-method). Both methods classify the rain into three types (convective, stratiform, and other). The rain type in PR2A23 is expressed by two digits as a combination of results from two methods (PR2A23 version 5 rain type flag in Table 3 ). V-method initially searches the vertical profiles of Z for the maximum Z and tries to detect the bright band. When bright band is detected, the rain is basically classified as stratiform. Convective precipitation systems are characterized as a strong radar echo without bright band. When the rain type is neither stratiform nor convective, it is classified as other. The H-method is based on the method proposed by Steiner et al. [1995] who developed this method using ground-based radar data. PR2A23 applies the H-method with modifications from Steiner et al. [1995] . First, the horizontal pattern of the maximum Z along the range for each antenna scan angle is examined. Then, parameters are adjusted so that TRMM PR specification with a 4.3 km horizontal resolution can be handled properly (5 km after reboost). The H-method initially classifies the rain type as convective when Z is maximum relative to the ambient echo or the maximum Z is greater than the threshold. When the echo is very weak, the rain is classified as other.
[22] For CO, the percentages of rain flags for which H-method is stratiform and V-method is other for CO-J, CO-Y, and CO-P are 83.8%, 89.3%, and 76.3%, respectively. These statistics suggest that (1) weak precipitation without bright band is dominant or (2) bright band detection failed because the FreezH PR2A23 is much higher than FreezH NCEP2 . The percentage of the rain flags for which Hmethod is convective and V-method is other for CO-P (15.7%) is much higher than that for CO-J (6.6%) or CO-Y (3.5%). This rain type indicates a strong Z appears below FreezH PR2A23 . Most of FreezH NCEP2 for the rain is distributed between 1 km and 2 km. For CO-P, the precipitation systems may be shallow and bright band is hardly detected, but Z near the surface could be strong due to bright band. Thus the H-method likely identifies rain flags as convective while the V-method flags to other. As shown in Figure 4 , CO-P includes very low FreezH cases, and these cases should be similar with CO-J and CO-Y cases. However, the very low FreezH cases are not dominant in CO-P cases. For CF, the percentage of stratiform precipitation is 89.6% and the frequency of precipitation with bright band (stratiform certain) is about half that. This suggests that relatively moderate precipitation with bright band is dominant.
[23] In order to clarify the relationship of the height between precipitation echoes and clouds, the ratios of StormH with CloudH (StormH/CloudH NCEP2 ) among the patterns are compared for each pixel ( Figure 5 ). For example, when the ratio is 0.5, StormH is half that of CloudH NCEP2 . Naturally, the ratio should be below 1.0. However, a few pixels have ratios above 1.0. This may be because of time and space mismatching between TRMM and NCEP2. For CO, the most frequent ratio is 50-60% and the distributions for CO-J and CO-Y are similar but are different from CF. Compared with CO-Y, mean CloudH NCEP2 and mean StormH for CO-J were a few hundred meters higher (Table 2 ). This may be due to relatively stronger convergence such as JPCZ. The maximum frequency of the ratio for CO-P is higher than for CO-J and for CO-Y by about 10%. Mean CloudH NCEP2 for CO-P is nearly equal for CO-Y but StormH is the highest among the three. This may be caused by the phase of precipitation. The phase of precipitation for CO-J and CO-Y is solid in most cases, while liquid precipitation is frequent for CO-P. The PR is relatively insensitive to solid precipitation so that StormH is higher for CO-P. For CF, the distribution of the ratio is similar to CO-P, but with a difference, that is, the higher frequency at low ratios (0.1-0.4). This may be because stratiform precipitation with high clouds is dominant compared to convective precipitation systems for CF.
Simultaneous Observation by CAMPR and SPIDER
[24] One of the advantages of TRMM observation is the direct and uniform precipitation measurement globally over the tropic and midlatitude. However, it is difficult to detect precipitation systems which are smaller and weaker than the field of view (FOV) and than $18 dBZ for PR, respectively. In order to identify the finer resolution of winter monsoon precipitation with high sensitivity, the vertical structures of precipitation and cloud systems are investigated using by airborne radars, i.e., CAMPR and SPIDER observations. Here, we will show two typical cases ( Figure 6 ): one is on 16 January 2001 and the other is on 27 January 2001. The former is a typical CO case. In the latter case, synoptic disturbances existed over the Pacific, and a mesoscale cyclone passed the Sea of Japan to the east. The clouds extended widely and the precipitation system over the Sea of Japan could be similar to that of the CF case.
[25] Figure 7a shows CFAD derived from CAMPR and SPIDER on 16 January 2001 (CO case). All clouds and precipitation existed under 0°C and the vertical profiles of the potential temperature and equivalent potential temperature were neutral below 4 km from the sounding data. Corresponding to that, the height of both precipitation and clouds reached under about 4 km. Z for CAMPR was less than 22 dBZ. From the histogram of CloudH derived from GMS-IR, the variation of CloudH was large. It demonstrates that each precipitation system is isolated. For each flight path (not shown), while the difference between CloudH and StormH is small in the convective region, StormH is the about half that of CloudH in the remaining regions, and the profile of Z was nearly vertical or slightly downward decrease in the remaining regions. These characteristics well correspond to that of TRMM observation (Figure 3a) .
[26] Figure 7b shows the results of flights for the case of CF (27 January 2001) . From the sounding profile, FreezH was at about 800 m and the mixed layer was not clearly seen. A large number of echo pixels for CAMPR did not appear above FreezH, while a large number of echo pixels for SPIDER appeared up to 8 to 10 km, and the vertical structure of clouds was almost horizontally homogeneous. It is consistent with the IR derived cloud height which concentrated about 8 to 10 km. This fact shows that the system was filled with fine particles from the surface to the cloud tops. CAMPR did not detect any fine hydrometer particles due to its sensitivity limitations. However, SPI-DER could detect them. This features will be mentioned again at the later part. The result from TRMM for CF (Figure 3d ) is different from that from airborne observations. This may be because the CF distribution from TRMM consist of snapshots of homogeneous distributions seen at Figure 7b .
Horizontal Size of Precipitation System
[27] In the previous subsections, we mentioned the vertical distributions of precipitation/cloud systems. Considering individual precipitation systems, it is important to identify not only vertical structure but also horizontal size of precipitation system. Then, we focus on the relationship between the horizontal size and strength and StormH for each prevailing pattern. ''Precipitation system'' is defined as the region of contiguous pixels with rain certain flags observed by TRMM PR with all angle bins according to Hirose and Nakamura [2004] . From the contiguous pixels, ''equivalent radius'' which is the radius as a circle of equal area derived from the number of contiguous pixels was calculated from the PR original 2A25 data and ''center position'' was defined as the means of the east and west edges and the north and south edges. We also processed ''mean Z,'' ''mean StormH,'' and fraction of convective flagged pixels in PR2A23. The precipitation systems were classified into small, middle, and large by equivalent radius of less than 10 km, 10 to 100 km, and more than 100 km, respectively. We should be careful when interpreting the results for very small-scale systems because the minimum equivalent radius is 2.4 or 2.8 km corresponding to PR horizontal resolution, i.e., 4.3 km and 5 km.
[28] Table 4 shows the statistics of the horizontal size of each precipitation pattern. Common to all patterns, small precipitation systems are dominant (65 -75%). However, medium systems for CO-P are larger by 10%. In other Figure 9 . CFAD (gray image) of aspect ratio (r/StormH, where r is equivalent radius which is a radius of an area derived from contiguous pixels if the area is a circle) with r (lines, upper label) for (a) CO-J, (b) CO-Y, (c) CO-P, and (d) CF.
words, during CO, precipitation systems over the Pacific Ocean are apt to form a larger size than those over the Sea of Japan and the Yellow Sea. The large system for CF is a few percent larger than that for the other patterns. The fact is reasonable because CF is usually associated with synoptic scale disturbances.
[29] Figure 8 shows the relationship between mean Z and equivalent radius. Mean Z increasing as the system becomes larger is a common feature for each pattern until equivalent radius reaches to 25 km. The percentages of convective pixel for each precipitation system indicate that convective ratio increases until about 25 km (not shown). Above 25 km, the mean Z stops increasing for CO-P and CF, but it is not clear for CO-J and CO-Y due to the smaller number of samples. When equivalent radius is larger than 25 km, the system includes not only a convective region but also a large stratiform region for at least CO-P and CF. This fact may stop the increase of the mean Z. As a possible cause, for CO, the cold air mass absorbs the sensible and latent heat from the relatively warm ocean surface and the convective clouds grow both vertically and horizontally due to the thermal instability from the bottom. In this case, the longer fetch makes for larger precipitation systems. However, the general relationship between the fetch and precipitation size was not clearly detected because of the limited number of samples used here. In addition, the variation of CO strength is large. Figure 10 . Histograms of brightness temperature for CF (upper panel) and CO-P (lower panel) at V (solid) and H (dotted) with rain condition (thick line) and no rain condition (thin line) at 10 GHz, 19 GHz, 21 GHz, 37 GHz, and 85 GHz. Figure 11 . Probability of rain condition ratio (PR rain pixels divided by all pixels in 0.25°Â 0.25°) for CO-P and CF.
[30] In order to compare the three-dimensional distributions among the patterns, an aspect ratio which is defined as equivalent radius divided by mean StormH was calculated. Figure 9 indicates CFAD of the aspect ratio defined here. It is noted that the data for CO above 4 km StormH with equivalent radius less than 10 km should not be considered to real precipitation systems due to isolated noise like echoes. Below the 2 km StormH, the aspect ratios are commonly centered in 1 to 3 for all patterns. The higher StormH is, the larger the aspect ratio is (up to about 30 for CO, 100 for CF), which means that broad precipitation systems appear as the StormH becomes higher. An interesting thing is that many data points appear in the area above 4 km with an equivalent radius of greater than 25 km for CF but not for other patterns. This fact means that precipitation systems develop high and wide for CF but the development of these systems are strongly suppressed for CO. In particular, there are large-scale precipitation systems of more than 3 km in StormH. Such a feature is consistent with the results in CFADs analysis mentioned before.
Microwave Signature Detected By TMI
[31] It is of interest to know how the precipitation systems previously described appear in TMI microwave signatures because there is a large discrepancy of winter precipitation amount over the midlatitude between PR and TMI [Ikai and Nakamura, 2003] . Though TMI products also store several physical parameters (e.g., precipitation and cloud water (ice) and rain rate), we focus on the characteristics of microwave signatures measured by TMI. Generally, the microwave signature from hydrometer represents emission in low frequency and scattering in high frequency. It is also essential to take into account the emission from sea surface, etc. PR and TMI rain rate and TMI T b data are aggregated over 0.25°Â 0.25°to fit the same horizontal resolution and sorted by rain condition (rain rate derived from PR > 0 mm h À1 ) and no rain condition (rain rate derived from PR = 0 mm h À1 and that derived from TMI = 0 mm h
À1
). The rain condition is only considered for PR because PR directly detects precipitation. We will classify the rain condition using PR and TMI later. We will only discuss CO-P and CF because of the small number of samples for both CO-J and CO-Y.
[32] Figure 10 shows the histograms of T b for rain condition and for no rain condition for CO-P and CF. Paying attention to the no rain condition (thin lines) for both patterns, T b difference between horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarization is large because of microwave polarization differences from the ocean surface (Petty [2001] in Figure 1 ). The higher-frequency channels such as 37 GHz and 85 GHz have larger T b variations, which may be caused mainly by the variations of water vapor and clouds. Compared with T b distributions for no rain condition, T b s and their variances for rain condition at all frequencies for CF are higher than those for CO-P. This suggests that the column water content for CF is larger than that for CO-P and various intensities of precipitation are included.
[33] At 37 GHz and 85 GHz for CO-P, the difference between H and V remains large with little increase of T b compared with no rain condition, while the polarization difference is small and the T b increase in H is large for CF. Since the polarization difference is a function of the visibility of polarized sea surface emission [Petty, 2001] , this could be explained as the differences in horizontal distribution of precipitation. Figure 11 shows the histograms of the rain filling ratio which is defined as the number of rain pixels divided by total pixels over 0.25°Â 0.25°grid boxes by PR. While 70% of the grid boxes is made up of less than 20% rain filling ratio for CO-P, about half the grid boxes consists of more than 80% rain filling ratio for CF. Precipitation system for CO-P is sparse (isolated) for the horizontal resolution of TMI so that large polarization differences due to the ocean surface were detected. On the other hand, precipitation systems for CF have a relatively large scale so that polarization differences were small.
[34] In addition to the polarization difference, little T b decrease due to solid particles appears both H and V for CO-P and CF. This means that solid particles were not so abundant to be detected by TMI. It can be explained that isolated and small-scale precipitation systems dominate for CO-P as we mentioned in previous subsections. For CF, it may be due to moderate stratiform precipitation with relatively thin ice phase layer above FreezH. This interpretation corresponds to small difference between mean FreezH NCEP2 and mean StormH (Table 1) .
Comparison of Rain Rates Derived From PR and TMI
[35] We also clarified the relationship of rain estimation between PR and TMI. Ikai and Nakamura [2003] showed near surface rain rate derived from PR2A25 (RR PR ) is greater than that derived from TMI2A12 (RR TMI ) over the midlatitude in winter. However, these results are based on seasonal averaged variables and consist of many various precipitation systems. Here, we compared the difference of precipitation estimation between PR and TMI according to patterns, i.e., for CO-P and CF.
[36] Figure 12 shows the contoured frequency diagrams of RR PR and RR TMI . Both data are averaged over 0.25°Â 0.25°. For CO-P (Figure 12a ), RR PR is generally higher than RR TMI . It should be noted that cases when RR PR > 0 mm h À1 and RR TMI = 0 mm h À1 are more likely to appear in CO-P. TMI missed 89% pixels (65% of accumulated precipitation amount) of all pixels with the existence of precipitation by PR for CO-P. On the contrary, for CF (Figure 12b ), RR TMI is higher than RR PR for weak precipitation but the opposite tendency appears in the large precipitation rates. Some cases for when RR PR = 0 mm h À1 and RR TMI > 0 mm h À1 also appear, especially around the edge of a front (not shown). PR missed 9.7% pixels (2.3% of accumulated precipitation amount) of all pixels with the existence of precipitation by TMI for CF.
[37] Next, for more details on discrepancies in precipitation detection between PR and TMI, T b histograms are examined for three cases: (1) RR PR > 0 mm h À1 and RR TMI = 0 mm h À1 Figure 13 . Histograms of brightness temperature for CF (upper panel) and CO-P (lower panel) at V (solid) and H (dotted) for case (1) (RR PR > 0 mm h À1 and RR TMI = 0 mm h À1 for CO-P), case (2) (RR PR = 0 mm h À1 and RR TMI > 0 mm h À1 for CF) (thick line) and case (3) (RR PR > 0 mm h À1 and RR TMI > 0 mm h À1 for CO-P and CF) (thin line) at 10 GHz, 19 GHz, 21 GHz, 37 GHz, and 85 GHz.
for CO-P, (2) RR PR = 0 mm h À1 and RR TMI > 0 mmh À1 for CF, and (3) RR PR > 0 mm h À1 and RR TMI > 0 mm h À1 for CO-P and CF.
[38] Figure 13 shows the histograms of T b s for CO-P and CF. For CO-P, the T b for case 1 and case 3 show little difference at 10 GHz. For the other channels, T b for case 3 is 5 K (V) and 15 to 20 K (H) higher than that for case 1 and that for no rain condition (thin lines in Figure 10 ). T b for case 1 is almost the same ($5 K) as that for no rain condition. These results indicate that the sensitivity of microwave signature to precipitation for CO-P is low, especially in case 1 and the low-frequency channel. This is due to relatively small liquid water content for low FreezH and for shallow isolated precipitation system. On the contrary, for CF, T b for case 3 is higher than that for case 2 by about 5 K and for no rain condition by about 10 K except for 85 GHz. It should be noted that T b for case 2 is higher than that for case 3 by about 5 K for 85 GHz. TMI detects weak precipitation or cloud by 85 GHz emissions, while PR does not detect such a weak precipitation. We propose that drop size distributions between for cases 2 and 3 is different. PR is insensitive for cloud water/drizzle. This interpretation can be explained the results of airborne observations on 27 January (Figure 7b ). SPIDER is more sensitive for small size drop than CAMPR.
Summary
[39] Spatial distributions of prevailing winter precipitation systems around Japan are analyzed using satellites, airborne radars, and reanalysis data. Figure 14 shows the schematic diagrams of the vertical structure of cloud and precipitation for each pattern. The results are summarized as follows:
[40] 1. For CO, the top height of precipitation echoes is around 2 km, and few echoes reach 4 km. In the case of low FreezH, downward decreasing profiles of precipitation dominate for CO-Y and CO-J. This is possibly due to evaporation of precipitation particles below the cloud base during CO. This tendency is also represented with finerscale airborne observation. For CO-P, vertical profiles show the downward increase pattern due to bright band. In other words, both solid and liquid precipitation appears at low levels over the Pacific Ocean during CO. The horizontal size of precipitation ranges from small (r < 10 km) to middle (r = 10-100 km) with StormH up to about 2 km. For CO-P, precipitation systems develop more vertically and horizontally than for CO-Y and CO-J. The characteristics of precipitation likely appear as a shallow and isolated pattern.
[41] 2. For CF, the top height of precipitation echoes is concentrated around 3 km, and some echoes reach above 6 km. A large number of the cloud top heights is distributed around 6 km although its variation is large. The horizontal size of precipitation is sometimes large (r > 100 km) due to extratropical cyclones and the frontal precipitation systems.
[42] 3. With TMI it is harder to detect the precipitation systems for CO than with PR and PR is more likely to miss weak precipitation system for CF. Even for the cases in which both PR and TMI detect precipitation systems, RR PR is higher than RR TMI for CO-P and RR TMI is higher than RR PR for weak precipitation. The opposite tendency appears for the large precipitation rates for CF. The differences of the precipitation estimation between the precipitation radar and the microwave radiometer may be explained as the differences of the characteristics of precipitation system such as the size of precipitation system and the freezing height between CO and CF.
[43] We tried to use the TRMM data for investigating the winter precipitation systems around Japan in the midlatitude region. The vertical structure revealed by PR showed systematic differences in the synoptic disturbance area and the cold outbreak area. TMI brightness temperature also showed different characteristics. These differences are closely related to the structures of the precipitation systems. Similar precipitation systems exist over the northwestern Atlantic Ocean in winter, and it may be interesting to conduct a similar analysis in this region. Understanding of the precipitation system structure will also improve the rain retrieval algorithms from space, such as TRMM estimates, and also rain retrievals by future dual-wave length radar and microwave radiometer combinations on board the GPM core satellites.
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